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Funding S-CHIP with Federal Cigarette
Tax Increase is Poor Tax Policy
By Gerald Prante and Joseph Henchman

The House of Representatives yesterday voted 289-139 to pass a 156% increase in the federal
excise tax on cigarettes (taking it from 39 cents per pack to $1.00, not counting state taxes
which average over $1 a pack). The estimated $33 billion tax hike (over 4-1/2 years) would be
earmarked to expand the State Children's Health Insurance Program (S-CHIP). The bill is
almost identical to a previous version that was vetoed in the summer of 2007, and it will soon
go to the Senate.
Some opponents take issue with the mechanics of funding health care for children, and some
with the idea of government involvement at all. Our criticism is much narrower: a politically
popular and expensive program should never be funded by a small, low-income, politically
unpopular minority like cigarette smokers.
Cigarette Taxes Are the Most Anti-Poor Method of Funding S-CHIP
In July 2007, we concluded that a cigarette tax increase hurts the poor more than virtually any
other way of raising money to fund SCHIP expansion.[1] (The chart is reproduced below.)
Table 1
Taxes that Could Be Used to Raise $35 Billion to Fund S-CHIP
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$236
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Source: Andrew Chamberlain and Gerald Prante, "Who Pays Taxes and Who Receives
Government Spending? An Analysis of Federal, State and Local Tax and Spending
Distributions, 1991 - 2004," Tax Foundation Working Paper, No 1.

Not only are the payers of cigarette taxes poorer as a group than the payers of these other
taxes, but there are fewer of them. The burden on the lowest-earning 20 percent of households
from a cigarette tax is 37 times heavier than if the government raised the money with the
federal income tax.
High Cigarette Taxes Encourage Smuggling and Associated Crime
Higher cigarette taxes also mean more smuggling, as many states are learning.[2] Today a
pack of brand name cigarettes can be had for as little as $1.25 in low-tax jurisdictions around
the world. Due mostly to federal, state and local taxes, the U.S. price for that same pack can
reach many times that amount. When smugglers move just one shipping container containing
200,000 packs into the U.S., the profit potential is a cool $1 million.
Tax evasion is by no means the only crime that will rise in the wake of a much higher federal
cigarette tax. Cigarettes are often the product of choice for thieves since the development of
an active black market creates a place where they can quickly be sold for cash. Across the
country cigarette tax hikes have been accompanied by tobacco-related crime waves that
threaten truck drivers and retail clerks and other innocent people along the cigarette
distribution chain.[3]
Common Arguments for Cigarette Tax Increases Do Not Pan Out
What is the rationale for raising taxes on cigarettes? The following are five common
arguments made by advocates of cigarette tax hikes, yet none appeal to principles of sound
tax policy.
Argument 1: Higher cigarette taxes deter youth from smoking.

It is true that the law of supply and demand dictates that a higher price means a lower quantity
is demanded. Groups like Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids lobby for cigarette tax hikes,
arguing that they are necessary to prevent kids from smoking. But children are actually the
least price-sensitive smokers. They are likely to buy the most expensive name brands, which
they can afford because they only smoke a few cigarettes a day.[4]
If we are concerned about youth smoking, why not just raise the punishment for youth
smoking? We could seize drivers' licenses or send them to reform school. Making adults pay
higher taxes is an ineffective way to reduce youth smoking. Of course, some anti-smoking
activists use the children argument merely as a cover for pushing restrictions on tobacco use
for everyone, adults included.
Argument 2: Smoking is harmful and cigarette taxes reduce those harms.
For a half-century, health experts have emphasized the harms associated with smoking. To
those who believe that any smoking by anyone is harmful and has no benefits, there is an
obvious policy solution: prohibition. Rather than prohibition, however, anti-smoking groups
seek ever higher taxes on cigarettes, year after year.
Argument 3: Smokers act irrationally in believing smoking has benefits, and the tax corrects
for that mistake.
Some argue that comparing costs and benefits is problematic because smokers are irrational
when they smoke, with many regretting it later in life. However, people's regrets are often
exaggerated or mistaken and are not a solid basis for public policy. For example, people often
regret things they have said, and yet we would not want to restrict speech to prevent other
people from making the same mistake. It's well established that people usually overestimate
by a substantial margin the number of years of life that smoking costs.[5]
Argument 4: Raising cigarette taxes is proper tax policy because smokers impose costs on
government and society.
It is true that smokers impose costs on society; economists call these costs negative
externalities. Non-smokers have to smell cigarettes on a public street, and cigarette butts
contribute to litter. And there are costs to government, too, especially for government-run
health care programs. But it is also true that because the government's spending on the elderly
is so huge, smoking—ironically and tragically—saves the public a great deal of money. By
dying earlier, smokers collect much less in Social Security and Medicare benefits than nonsmokers.
Many anti-smoking advocates bring up the "economic" costs of smoking, defined as lost
wages and economic activity. However, many of these costs are borne by smokers
themselves, not by the rest of society. If that is the case, the benefits to those individual
smokers (in their own minds, at least) exceed the costs. Everything has a cost, but not
everything has a significant cost imposed on third parties.

To dramatize the cost of smoking to society, campaigners often cite the number of smokingrelated deaths as if those deaths were comparable to the number of deaths by car accident or
murder. But a smoking-related death is cited in academic literature as taking somewhere
between three and eight years from a lifetime smoker.[6] If that same person had died as a
teenager at age 16 in a car accident, that's a loss of 59 years of life. These are not comparable
tragedies.
Argument 5: We need more revenue.
It is often said that cigarette taxes should be increased because government needs revenue.
Such an argument is possibly the worst used by advocates of higher cigarette taxation. Why
not tax coffee or spinach or impose a tax based upon the number of blades of grass in a
taxpayer's yard? Just because the government needs revenue to fund some general spending
program that has broad benefits doesn't mean that an arbitrarily selected group of people
should pay the tax.
The cigarette tax rate should never be increased merely because government budgets are in
deficit or because officials are seeking more revenues for a new spending program. It is
possible for a cigarette tax rate to be too low because of the costs that smokers impose on
others, but that is not a good argument for using them to raise general revenue. Popular,
expensive, broadly available public programs should be paid for with broad-based taxes on
income or consumption.
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